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History of Descriptive Geometry in England
Snezana Lawrence

History of the Descriptive Geometry in France and its
utilisation in the educational system of France since
the 18thcentury, has already been well documented in
the work of Taton (195]),
and more recent]y
Sakarovitch
(1989,
1995). The history of the
technique in England, however, makes a captivating
story, particularly
as it relates not on]y to the
technique itself, or how the treatises re1ating to it
were translated to Eng]ish,' but because it was closely
re]ated to the establishment
of the architectural
profession in Britain.

INVENTION OF DESCRIPTIVE

GEOMETRY IN FRANCE

AND ITS TRANSLATION TO ENGLISH

The man who both invented a technique on which all
the modern graphical communication
is based and
initiated a fundamental change in the teaching of such
subjects was a French mathematician Gaspard Monge
(1746-]818). The background to his understanding of
mathematical concepts is largely explicable by the
general development of mathematical education in
France at the time.
The process of modernising education by making it
more applicable to industry2 was to be adopted in
Britain only at the beginning of the 19th century. In
France, however, this was initiated much earlier:
René Descartes (1596-]650)
in his Project d'une
École des arts et Metiers which he submitted in 1638

the Treasurer-General
of
to d' Albert (1578-1641)
France at the time, had already outlined such a
concept. As Wolf pointed out:
The pioneers of modern science . . . wished and expected
the relations between science and technology to be most
intimate. The notion of knowledge for its own sake had
no glamour for them. In fact, it was their great
expectation that the new sciences, unlike the old book
learning . . . would confer power. 3

This power was to be seen to be important for its
application both to military and civil engineering.
Scientific advance was thus regarded as not only a
matter of necessity, but also of national security and
prestige. Monge was both a «product» of this system
of education geared to support practical application of
sciences, and in his later life, an avid supporter in
further promoting the cause of scientific relevance to
the matters of industry.4 In I'École Royale du Génie
de Mézieres, where Monge worked as a draughtsman
in late 1760s he conceived a new technique of
orthographic projection which he called Géometrie
Descriptive. This method was naturally related to the
methods widely used at the time,5 but neverthe]ess
offered entirely new view of the projection and a
possibility to visualise spatial relationships within an
easily conceivable
framework
of two mutually
perpendicular projection planes given only by their
intersecting line. The method was examined with the
high1y critical eye of his superintendents
who had
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their suspicions about Monge's speed in resolving the
problem of defilement of fortification,6 but when
properly understood, his method was accepted as a
new technique for solving the problems related to
visualisation and design of fortifications. As such the
technique was considered to be a potential hazard in
terms of national defence -and
was immediately
ruled a military secret.
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Figure2
Plate III from Géométrie Descriptive by Monge, Hachette
edition (1811), showing the primary operations with two
planes. The system, although determined by two planes of
projection, is actually represented only by their line of
intersection

Q'

Figure I
Originally Figure 2 from Monge's Géometrie Descriptive,
Hachette edition (1811), showing how a line in space, AB,
can be defined by its projections onto horizontal and vertical
planes, and how, in order to extract measurements,
the
vertical plane can be considered revolved to lie f1at in the
horizontal plane. This describes the process of rabatting, or
bringing the plane in which a particular length lies into the
projection plane, in order to get the real length

The first treatise on the technique was published
only after the French Revolution. Gn the 20th January

1795 (1 sI pluv.III) at the École Normale, Monge gave
his first course in Descriptive

Geometry.

The text of
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this course, which was published soon afterwards,
came from the stenographic notes of the lessons
given, and these were first published in the Journal of
the École in 1795, before being transformed into a
book in 1799. The book came out in numerous
editions and the technique has been taught in both the
schools of France and across the world ever since.
England, it is fair to say, is prabably one of the few
countries of Europe where the technique has not
survived the initial interest and trans]ation -in its
original formo 1 will, however, show that Descriptive
Geometry did play an important rale in initiating
a search for a universal
system of graphical
communication which could be adopted to the needs
that were deemed to have existed in England at the
time.
Géométrie Descriptive was translated into Spanish
in 1803, and into English in 1809, presumably for
military purposes, as there are no publications to be
found in English libraries to suggest that the work
was made public. Nevertheless, as will be shown
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later, we now have a knowiedge that a number 01'
private copies 01' translation 01' the technique were
circulating
among the artisans and architectural
draughtsmen at the beginning 01' the century.
The lack 01' interest shown upon the translation 01'
the technique into English is partly due to its having
been translated
during the period between the
Napoleonic
wars,7 so the technique
itsel1' was
regarded
as the invention
01' one 01' the most
prominent
republican
educationalists.
The
competition between the two nations -English
and
Frenin matters not only 01' war but 01' prosperity
and industry during the intervals 01' peace is an
important element to be considered.
The lack 01' a suitable translation and instruction
into the technique by one 01' the «original» students
was another result 01' the wars in which the French
and English were engaged in at the time. Di1'1'erent
destiny was to await the technique in the United
States 01' America, where Claude Crozet,8 one of
Monge's pupils, introduced the study of descriptive
geometry in 1816. lt had not hitherto been taught in
the US, and Crozet prepared the 1'irst American
textbook on the subjecl. Both at West Point and at the
Virginia Military Institute with which he was later
associated, descriptive geometry has continued to be
taught up to the present time.
Because Crozet actually transferred the technique
from first hand experience, and published his own
interpretation
-a
treatise on the subjecthis
treatment took rool. Because there was no tacit, firsthand experience 01' the technique in England, those
aspects of the technique which were not written about
in the treatises could not be trans1'erred success1'ully to
the syllabi 01' the English schools. There was no-one
like Crozet who was able to per1'orm a similar service
in Britain.

DESCRIPTIVE

GEOMETRY,

STONE-CUTTING

AND MYTHOLOGY OF THE BUILDING CRAFT

lt was however, through another door that the
Descriptive Geometry would enter the stage 01' the
development 01' educational system in England and
play an important role in the development 01' the
graphical communication related to architecture. As
previously mentioned, various methods 01' graphical
operations which were incorporated into the system
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01'descriptive geometry were already written about in
works published since the 1'irst hal1' 01'the 17th century
both in England and in France9 The records exist
which point that Monge was aware 01'this connection
and taught descriptive
geometry at Mézieres in
conjunction with the practice on stone-cutting. J. B.
Meusnier (1754-1793), one 01' Monge's most gi1'ted
pupils at the school 01'Mézieres, wrote on the subject
in 1777, expounding the method 01'Monge, and said:
Instead of making dull details of the stereotomy, our
lectures . . . practice the use of the princip1es invo1ved in
the cutting of stones. tO

It was here, in seeing the origin of and the
application to the stone-cutting,
that Descriptive
Geometry attracted interest 1'rom the architectural
educationalists
in England. The reason 1'or this
interest was related to the interwoven tapestry that the
architectural pro1'essional establishment in England
had become by the 19th century, a cross between
pro1'ession and mythology related to stone-masons
craft, which, in turn, was closely related to
Freemasonry, an entirely English invention."
Freemasonry grew in London and was o1'1'icially
instituted some 1'ifty years after the Great Fire 01'
1666. The Great Fire 01' September 1666, in the City
01'London, destroyed the old St. Paul' s Cathedral, 87
parish churches, and about 13,000 houses.12 Apart
1'rom destroying much 01' the physical structure 01'
London,
it also destroyed
some 01' its social
configuration. This was particularly apparent in the
e1'1'ect it had on the system 01' the building guilds
which 1'ormed the Masons' Company 01' London. As
Colvin (1978) has shown, until 1666, the system 01'
masons' guilds had an elaborate system 01' trade
control over the whole of the region 1'or which it was
responsible. A1'ter The Great Fire, however, as the
need 1'or labour in rebuilding the city 1'ar exceeded
that on o1'1'er, the system 01' trade control and
especially the system 01' entry to the trade, had to be
relaxed in order to attract and maintain a su1'1'icient
number 01' skilled workers involved in the process 01'
rebuilding.
As a result 01' this relaxation, the monopoly which
the building guilds had e1'1'ectively maintained since
their institutionalisation
in the second hal1' 01' the 14th
century, and which controlled the entrance to the
building trade, quickly crumbled, and was never
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successful!y restored. In order to attract the muchneeded workforce, Parliament passed an Act which
gave permission
to al! foreigners
working on
rebuilding the city of London to remain in the capital
and practice the craft. If they did so over a period of
seven years, they would enjoy the same ]iberty as
«freemell» of the London Masons' Company for the
rest of their lives.13
One of the aspects of the historical importance of
the Company is based on the somewhat elusive story
about the system of initiation
which, it has
subsequent]y been claimed,14 was subsequently taken
over by Freemasons.1s That the various Masons'
Companies and their associated lodges existed to
pro vide professional services and institutiona] control
for their members practicing the trade of building
(<<operative masons») is wel! established.1h The later
Freemasonic
lodges, however, whilst employing
terminology of operative masonry and architecture,
existed
to meet, inter-alia,
the philosophical,
theological or spiritual needs of a membership which
was «non-operative» or «speculative».17
The myth of continuity of the ancient wisdom
related to Geometry
and Architecture
and the
relationship between the di vine architecture (of the
cosmos) and earthly architects, was invented, defined
and publicised by the Masonic establishment with the
first edition of the Constitutions
of Freemasons
published
in 1723 in London.18 It shows how
Freemasonry
claimed
to be the natural
and
contemporary heir to the hidden wisdom as all the
elements were successfully assembled together in
Masonic
ideology:
building,
geometry
(Great
Geometer) and the associated secrets. Stone-cutting
was, through this association
with the Divine
Geometry and the Great Geometer elevated from a
technique used within a profane craft to a technique
whose applicability could be contemplated upon; the
principies of stone-cutting and all the mathematical
concepts
employed
became imbued, within an
ethical, or even theological context, with a spiritual
significance.
When, at the beginning
of the 19th century,
Descriptive Geometry was translated into English, the
concept of the building lodge was almost non-existent
and in its place were cooperatives of craftsmen lead
by an architect. This developed from the practice
introduced in the 18th century which was strongly
influenced
by the Palladianism
and the Italian
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Figure 3
An engraving published in 1734, showing a «Master-Mason
rare, Whose mystic Portrait does declare, The Secrets of
Free Masonry . . . ». It shows the main symbols of
Freemasonry
and their applicability
to initiates'
¡ife
philosophy. United Grand Lodge of England collection.

Renaissance.
In this context the architect was a
designer par excellence, and the craftsmen became
interpreters of the design and mere executants (in
contrast to the building lodge where the Master
Mason was more of an arbitrator for the ]odge). This
development could be best illustrated on the example
of Sir Christopher Wren (\632-1723)]9 who worked
with a group of architectural
craftsmen,
and
developed an elaborate standard of elements which
became an easily identifiab]e vocabulary for the
language of communication. There were mainly two
ways in which the design of the building was
conveyed to the builders:2° while for some buildings
Wren made elaborate designs, for many he merely
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«gave a model» which was interpreted
<<in the
ordinary language of the London builders». In the
context of Freemasonry however, the efficient system
of communication
which Wren developed with his
group of builders was thought to have mystical
origins.
Thus immediately
after Wren's
death
Masonic publications began claiming his membership
of the Fraternity, and his membership persists to be a
subject of discussion of some importance among
Freemasons, although there are no proofs to support
the claim.21

ARCIDTECTURAL

SCHOOLS IN LONDON

AND DESCRIPI1VE

GEOMETRY

When the first two architectural schools -one
at
the University College London and one at King's
College London, were founded in 1841, the first
comprehensive manual on Descriptive Geometry was
published. No complete work on the subject appeared
in English until then, but in 1841 Rev. T. G. Hall of
King's College, London, published The Elements of
Descriptive Geometry, chiefly designed for students
in Engineering, which mentioned Thomas Bradley as
the first one to give lectures on Descriptive
Geometry, at the Engineering Department of King's
College in London, during the 1839-1841 sessions.
These lectures were also part of the syllabus of
architecture at the same school. Hall's -as indeed
Bradley'suse and description of the technique,
however, was only a summary of what had already
been published in other countries on the subject, most
notably in France.
The technique began to be taught in its original
form, but failed to attract any real following. A claim
was made by Hall (1841) and later by Heather
(1851),22 that if only a representation of the final
solution or design was more pictorial, the technique
would be suitable to the English way of presenting
and teaching space. It was deemed to be an abstract
technique, difficult to grasp and of little value to the
English in their efforts to establish a universal
language of graphical communication
across the
syllabi
of the engineering
and architectural
professions.
In fact, the purpose of Descriptive
Geometry was never to pro vide a final pictorial image
in a geometrical formo Instead, its aim was to take the
user through the method through which the given
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geometrical form was to be generated. This was
however, seldom made clear enough in the treatises
which appeared in English language, and even
when it was, it was not considered
to be an
acceptable teaching tool. Quarter of a century after
the publication
of Hall's
work, Cunningham
(1849-1919)
who wrote on the history
and
importance
of Descriptive
Geometry
in 1868,23
established that the terms «plan and elevatioll» are
erroneous in the case of Descriptive Geometry. His
view was that
it is impossible to express the co-ordinate relation 01' the
two planes 01' projection in such terms as Plan and
Elevation, which involve the special ideas -«horizonta¡"
and «vertica¡". 24

Instead, Cunningham suggested the use of word
«rabatting»25 which refers to pulling the plane of
projection to the plane of drawing. The orientation of
planes in descriptive
geometry was more of a
mathematical task -i.e. the aim was to gain insight
into the ways objects are generated, to enable the
practitioner to execute particular graphical operations
and to discover the precise measurements
of the
finished
object. It was not a representational
technique, and this was one of its major drawbacks
and one which brought it the name of an «abstract»
technique.
During the twenty years or so before the
publication of Hall's work, and during the time when
the establishment of the architectural profession in
England was very much the talk of the day, other
techniques were investigated and publicised, some of
which had no relation to the methods used in
Descriptive Geometry, or indeed, architecture. Such
was Isometrical
Perspective
of William Farish
(1759-1837),
who, as professor
of Natural
Philosophy at the University of Cambridge, held
lectures on mechanical principIes of machinery used
in manufacturing industries, for which he often used
models which exemplified
particular
principIes.
Storage of models and their transport from the store
room to the lecture theatres posed a problem, which
Farish sol ved by making the models from elements
which were then assembled by his assistants. In order
to provide an explanation how these elements were to
be assembled, Farish devised a system of graphical

communication, which he called «Isometrical
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Figure 4
The first page of Farish's treatise on Isometrical Perspective
published in 1820

Perspective», in which drawings
machinery was to be built.

THE «BRITISH

showed

how the

SYSTEM OF PROJECTION»

The technique which came to be known as «British
System of Projection»26 incorporated some of the
principies of Descriptive Geometry and was closely
linked to the practice of stone-cutting. Its inventor
was Peter Nicholson (1765-1844),
who regarded
himself to be both architect and a mathematician.
Nicholson was born in Prestonkirk, East Lothian
(Scotland) on 20th July 1765, a son of a stonemason.
Nicholson's
family
background
is of great
consequence
both to his career and our story.
Freemasonry in Scotland was, in the late 18th and
early 19th centuries, fundamentally different to that in
Eng1and. Fully operative 10dges, which nevertheless
practiced the ritual -or speculative Freemasonry-

persisted in Scot1and up to the midd1e of the 19th
century, although in Eng1and this ceased to be the
case shortly after the founding of the Grand Lodge
of England in 1717.21 By this date (i.e. 1717), the
two concepts -that
of operative
masonry and
speculative, or ritual, Freemasonrywere strict1y
defined in England, and masonic, or building lodges,
were no longer involved
with speculative,
or
philosophical Freemasonry.28 In Scotland however,
operative lodges, which soon after their introduction
admitted gentlemen
and introduced
freemasonic
ritual s and customs, maintained
their status of
building trade organisation.29
Nicholson's father, George, his uncle Donald and
his brother Hepburn Nicholson, were all members of
an operative stone-masons lodge in Haddington.30
Peter seems never to have joined this 10dge, but
instead went to London in the last decade of the 18th
century.
Nicholson
became
very interested
in
geometry and its applications to architecture, where
he strove to develop an efficient system of graphical
communication
for the use of architects
and
craftsmen. He seems to have brought with him the
know1edge of the techniques related to stone-cutting
which he learnt in Scotland, and soon after his arriva1
to London started a drawing studio for craftsmen in
Berwick Street, Soho. This served as an institute for
mechanics and workmen who were facing an open,
post-Iodge market, but where, for the same reason,
the instruction
was lacking. His knowledge
of
projection techniques used within the stone-masons
craft and the carpenters
trade proved
to be
unquestionably important in this context.
We can best trace the invention of Nicholson's
system of projection through his own account of
events:
In 1794 I first attempted the Orthographical Projection of
objects in any given position to the plane of projection;
and, by means of a profile, succeeded in describing
the iconography
and elevation
of a rectangular
parallelpipedon:
this was published in vol. ii of the
Principies of Architecture31

In the same work, Nicholson
(1822) further
explains that in 1796-7 he had met Mr Webster, a
drawing clerk for Mr Mitchell in Newman Street,
who pointed out to him the simi1arity of his work with
that of works from France. In 1812 Nicholson was
given Monge's treatise by Mr Wilson Lowry, famous
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engraver, and subsequently had it translated by one
Mr Aspin into English. Nicholson published the
major points of the technique
of Descriptive
Geometry in his Architectural Dictionary of 1813.
His account of the practical need for geometrical
education appearing in his 1839 edition of Practical
Treatise un the Art of Masunry and Stone-cuttinR
described what he believed was the most important
aspect
of the new
language
of graphical
communication:
To be able to direct the operations of Stone Masonry,
taken in the full extent of the Art, requires the most
profound
mathematical
researches,
and a greater
combination of scientific and practical knowledge, than
all the othcr executi ve branches
in the range of
architectural science
To enable the Workman to
construct the plans and elevations of the various forms of
arches or vaults, as much of Descriptive Geometry and
Projection is introduced, as will be found necessary to
conduct him through the most difficult undertaking.

To this end Peter Nicholson invented and used a
system which he later called Parallel Oblique
Projection,
an orthographic
system of projection
which makes use of an oblique plane, so as to provide
both the presentation of an object and the method by
which such an object is to be executed at a building
site. Nicholson's
own system of orthographic
projection undoubtedly rested on his knowledge and
experience both of what was considered the necessary
knowledge of builders' craft and of what was going
on in this subject on the Continent. He published a
full treatise on the system of Parallel Oblique
Projection four years before his death, in 1840. Like
most of the works in this genre, it was written for the

engineer, architect, surveyor, builder, mechanic, and
the like, suggesting that the technique should be used
as a universal language of graphical communication
among the different parties involved in building trade.
Nicholson's
system can be explained with the
following example (Figure 5), The plane which is
labelled as aW?is the inclined plane of projection. The
two orthogonal planes of projection are vertical and
horizontal, given by their intersecting line VV. The
vertical and horizontal projection of an object serve as
a basis upon which the inclined projection
is
constructed, thus giving both the measurements (in
vertical and horizontal projection) and a pictorial
presentation of the given object placed in the inclined
plane a~.
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Figure 5

Figure 6
Plate 20 from Nicholson's
Paral/el Oblique ProJection,
published in 1840, showing the body in three views; the
system al so offers an easy mcthod
to obtain real

Diagram showing lhe principIes of Nicholson' s system

measurements
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Sy Ilabi of the architectural and engineering schools
in England in the period between 1840 and 1860
show that three techniques were taught under the
title of Descriptive
Geometry courses: Monge' s
Descriptive Geometry, Farish's system of Isometrical
Perspective,
and Nicholson's
Parallel
Oblique
Projection system.3J Farish' s Isometrical Perspecti ve
carne to be regarded as an answer to the difficulties
posed by Descriptive Geometry, as it was regarded to
be simple and visual in contrast to Descriptive
Geometry which was given the label of an «abstract»
technique.
Its main shortcoming,
however, was
obvious, namely the presentation of an object purely
in its pictorial formo The real measurements can not
be taken easily from the diagram, nor can it offer a
simple graphical method for extracting them.
Nicholson's
invention
of Parallel
Oblique
Projection stands somewhere between Descriptive
Geometry
and Isometrical
Perspective:
by the
introduction of a third plane of projection inclined
towards the first pJane, two of the most important
objectives
of
orthographic
projection
in
communication
are satisfied. Firstly, measurements
are easily extracted from the drawing and the view of
the object is less «abstract» -in other words, it gives
a picture which delineates the main characteristics of
the object in its entirety, not in various planes.
Secondly, Nicholson' s system offers an optional
possibility of introducing more inclined auxiliary
plans which enable the user to transfer objects freely
to positions that are most appropriate for certain
purposes.
However, Nicholson's system had another feature
which added value to its applicability
in the
syllables
of the architectural
and engineering
schools
of England
at the time. As already
mentioned, Nicholson drew upon his experience of
the stone-masons'
craft and based his technique on
what was at the time accepted language of graphical
communication
among the Scottish craftsmen.
When he carne to England however, he also joined
the speculative Masonic brethren: as both an author
and a practitioner, he worked as a superintendent of
the building of the new court-houses
at Carlisle,
between
1805 and 1810, for Robert Smirke,
architect of the British Museum. Both men were
Freemasons,
and Nicholson
first met Smirke
through Freemasonry as both were members of the
Old Cumberland Lodge, London.

The influence Freemasonry
had played on the
establishment
of the architectural
profession
is
primarily in the role of Freemasonry during the process
ofthe establishment ofthe colleges ofthe University of
London and their subsequent development of the
architectural education. There existed an underlying
network of leading architects, both practitioners and
educators, who belonged to the small number of
London lodges. A particularly interesting example
offers history of the lerusalem No. 197, which met
(and still does) in London. Members of this Jodge
included the architect of the new Houses of Parliament,
Sir CharJes Barry (J795-1860),34
Lord Reginald
Brougham (1778-1868)35 one of the founders of the
University College London, Charles Hutton Gregory,
President of the Institution of Civil Engineers in 1877,
Horace lones (1819-]887)
President of the Royal
Institute of British Architects, Thomas Hayter-Lewis
('1-1889), the second chair of architecture at UCL and
the Vice President of the Royal Institute of British
Architects, and lohn Loughborough
(1817-1897)
architect to Lincoln Cathedral. But other architectural
educationalists were also part of the fraternity: Banister
Fletcher (1866-1953)
who worked extensively on
establishing architectural history as a subject at King's
College and was the first to publish a work on the
subject -A history of architecture on the comparative
method in 1896- was also an avid Freemason.'"
There existed at the time, an underIying network of
architectural practitioners which meant a subscription
to the range of beliefs and mytho]ogy promoted by its
establishment,
effectively
colouring the view of
architecture as mirror of the divine order. The social
infrastructure
of the architectural
profession
in
England, in the 191hcentury, was developed on the
principies of brotherhood, rather than as an inclusive
profession.37
Nicholson, although never rising to the higher
echelons of the architectural profession, nevertheless
associated with it through his Masonic connection. It
may be that his background relating to the «original»
and «operative» stone-cutting lodge gave also certain
appeal to his technique in the professional circles.
The system which he deveJoped and subsequently
gained the name of «British system of projection»38
became widely used in the schools of architecture and
engineering that were established in London in the
1840s.
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FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS IN ENGLAND

The degree to which the principIe of the educational
issue as defined by Monge and represented by his
Descriptive Geometry were accepted in England (i.e.
that it is a technique which develops intellectual
powers by means of easier visualisation of space),39
was best explained by two people. One of them was
Robert Leslie Ellis (1817-1859), founder and editor
of The Camhridge Mathematical Journal, who in his
report to the Royal Commission
of 185240 into
mathematical education in England testified that:
the method of which it [descriptive geometry] makes so
much use, namely, the generation and transformation of
figures by idea1 motion, is more natural and philosophica1
than the (so to speak) rigid geometry to which our
attention has been confined.

A further clear description
of the difference
between Continental and English spatial awareness
was given by Olaus Henrici, a Dane, who in 1870
succeeded Thomas Archer Hirst (a Continentally
trained
mathematician)
in the Chair of Pure
Mathematics
at University
College London. He
introduced
a course in «Modern Geometry and
Graphical Statics», which he described as follows in
the 1876-77 College Calendar:
Students
attcnding
this class are.
. . strongly
recommended to join the Class of Geometrical Drawing
which will be conducted throughout in connection with it
(i.e. the course in Modern Geometry and Graphical
Statics).

Henrici' S views coincided
closely
with the
educational
concept
and aims of descriptive
geometry, and his approach to the subject was a
consequence ofhis training in the subject to which his
drawings, now lodged in the archive of the Imperial
College, London testify.
During the period fram the publication of Monge's
treatise on Descriptive Geometry in 1795 to the early
1860' S, a number of techniques which competed with
Descriptive Geometry were published both in Britain
and in France.41 Of those only Farish's
and
Nicholson's techniques survived and have been used
in architectural education.
By the time the English architectural
schools
started their work in the early 1840s, a mixture of
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various techniques
were used for teaching and
communicating
architecture. It mixture was often
called Descriptive Geometry, but little of the real
principIes of that subject were actually taught to the
students. What was taught was a system of projection
invented and put into print for the first time by Peter
Nicholson.
In the 1840, with the first publication of his fulllength treatise on his technique, Nicholson's system
of projection
became so widely adopted that
reference to its inventor disappeared in the manuals
and syllabuses. The syllabi in descriptive geometry
changed very little in this first phase of establishing
the architectural profession and its institutions, during
the first twenty years of the architectural schools in
England, from I 840s to 1860, after which descriptive
geometry ceased to be taught as a subject to architects
altogether, and «graphical geometry» was taught
along side perspective drawing, which has remained
to be the case up to present time.
The two main schools of architecture, which were
mentioned earlier, adopted a different approach to
architecture in general, and consequently, geometry
was regarded, in case of University College London,
as a tool for exploring the possibilities of design and
gaining a richer vocabulary, while at King's College,
geometry's role was primarily that of communication
between the craftsmen, architect and engineer. Thus,
while University College London gave more time to
students to explore geometrica1 systems in order to
develop their own architectural vocabulary, it did not
give comprehensive
instruction
into the actual
systems of graphical communication already existing.
King's College on the other hand, did not encourage
invention of one's own architectural vocabulary, but
because the communication
between architects,
engineers and craftsmen was considered
as the
most important
part of architectural
student' S
education, the education in geometry and graphical
communication was of a high standard.
To conclude,
Descriptive
Geometry
did not
survive, in its original form, the initial translation into
the English language in the first half of the 19th
century. The reasons for this were political (wars
between
France
and England
at the time),
philosophical
(different preconceptions
in treating
and teaching space in these two cultures), and
sociological (Nicholson's technique had the backing
of the professional
establishment
through his
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Masonic association with the highest echelons of the
architectural and engineering professions). During the
first half of the 19th century, between the initiation of
its study in France and the British interpretation and
further developments of Descriptive Geometry, it is
clear that in Britain, graphical geometry, (geometrical
drawing and descriptive geometry in combination)
was accepted as a method for solving practical
problems in architecture and engineering, with a
mystical connotations attached to the it through the
connection with the stone-cutting. It, however, gained
little validity (apart from the sole example of Henrici,
earlier mentioned) in terms of its applicability to
mathematics. In France however, Monge's work was
linked to that of his pupil lean Victor Poncelet
(1788-1867), if not in a clear line of succession, than
certainly as a kind of inspiration to the invention of
Projective Geometry in 1822. That apart, descriptive
geometry (or its variant) in England ceased to be part
of the syllabi of architectural and engineering schools
as early as 1860s; and was replaced by the subjects
related to architectural drawing and model-making,
while it remains to be a subject of study in most
continental European schools of architecture and
engineering.
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was founded in 1411, making it the oldest Scottish
university; Glasgow was founded in 1451 by a bull of
Pople Nicholas V; Aberdeedn was founded in 1495, and
finally the University of Edinburgh in 1583 under
Presbyterian auspices of the Edinburgh City Council),
who claimed a superiority in educational approach, by
spreading
and
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the
philosophy
of
Enlightenment. See Hoppus (1837, 12-33).
3. See Wolf (1935, 451~2).
4. See Taton (1951), also Sakarovitch (1989,1995).
5. AIl of which were related in some way to stone-cutting.
These techniques employed systems which Monge later
incorporated within the system of descriptive geometry.
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Figure 7
Plate from Cunningham's
Notes on the History, Methods
and Technological
Importance of Descriptive
Geometry
(1868) comparing the systems of graphical communication
in France, Germany and Great Britain. The author described
history of Descriptive Geometry in England and the teaching
practices of the subject in Germany and France. This
diagram refers to Cunningham's
argument that not only
were these teaching practices different in the three countries,
but that this was a consequence of the general differing
predispositions in the way that space is perceived and taught

See Booker (1963).
With the changes on the continent, mostly initiated by
the French revolution from 1789, the need for university
level institutions offering education in practical subjects
such as mining, engineering, medicine and architecture,
became more acutely felt. The change, when it carne,
was influenced by the ideals of Enlightenment
and
advance of both institutions and prominent individuals
who promoted a view that practical education is no less
worthy than theology and moral philosophy.
The
sharpest criticism of the old English Universities at the
end of the 18'h century carne from the north -the
scholars in the universities of SI. Andrews, Aberdeen,
Glasgow and Edinburgh (University of SI. Andrews

8.

Traite de la Stereotomie 1738.
See Sakarovitch (1989) for fuIl explanation of Monge's
solution to the given task.
First translated in 1809, as already mentioned. while
England was engaged in the war with France on and off
during the period 1792~ 1815.
-

Claude Crozet (1790~1864) published A Treatise on
Descriptive Geometry for the use of the Cadets of the
United States Militarv Academy,
New York, 1821.
Crozet was born in Villefranche,
France and was
educated at École Polytechnique.
In 1807 he was
commissioned
in the artillery. During the retreat of
Napo]eon's army from Moscow, he was captured and
remained a prisoner in Russia for two years, being
released only after the fall of Napoleon. Crozet then
resigned his captaincy, but rejoined the army on the
Emperor's return from Elba. After he left the army in
1816 he determined to seck his fortunc in a new
country. General Simon Bernard,
a distinguished

History

9.

of Descriptive

military engineer, had just been appointed to a position
in the engineering services of the United States army,
and Crozet accompanied
him to America. On the
recommendation
of Lafayette
and Albert Gallatin,
Crozet was appointed on 1" of October 1816, the
assistant
professor
of engineering
at West Point
Academ y and on 6th of March 1817 professor and head
of the department.
In France as previously listed; in England work of
Moxon -Mechanick
Exercises; or the Doctrine of
Handy Works-London,
1677-93-1700.

lO. Booker (1963, 89).
11. Although England produced the first official Grand
Lodge in the World, there have been numerous attempts
by freemasons worldwide to regard this as only one of

12.
13.

14.

15.

16.
17.
18.

the many established at the time, and only the one which
was officially and public1y known as the first Grand
Lodge. No conc1usive evidence points to this however.
In more recent times, there have been academic
attempts
to prove the same point -namely
see
Stevenson (1988).
See W orsnop (1993).
The Masons'
Company
of London
was a trade
organisation and existed by prescription, its trade being
regulated by the Court of A1dermen of which there are
reeords as early as 1356. See also Colvin (1978, 18).
An exhaustive list of literature has been produced on the
subject by the members of the Quatuor Coronati Lodge
no. 2076 in London since its establishment in 1886 to
the present day.
Entry to the building trade was guaranteed for the son s
of its members only, and everyone e1se had to satisfy a
number of prerequisites in order to join and subsequently
to be allowed to practice the trade freely. Those who
wanted to become masons had to serve an apprenticeship
of seven
years,
after which
they worked
as
«journeymen» for several years. The term «journeyman»
is a corruption of the French journeé -the
logical
conclusion being that journeyman masons were those
who worked for a day's pay. Journeyman masons could
then apply to the Company of Masons to become master
masons upon the examination and a payment of fees.
See Conder (1894), also London. Court of Common
Council (1694).
See Knoop (1935).
The first Constitutions of Freemasonry were written by
Rev. James Anderson (1680-1739), who was a Scottish
Presbyterian educated at the University of Aberdeen.
He was commissioned by the Grand Lodge to provide a
history of the Fraternity.
During the process, the
majority of the record s of the four constituting lodges
which founded the Grand Lodge disappeared,
an
occurrence which has been the subject of considerable
speeulation.

Ever since this convenient

disappearance
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of original sources, a myth was created within the rank
of Masonic historians that Anderson had access to the
original documents and archives which 1ead to the real
roots of Freemasonry, but an entirely fictitious history
was manufactured by him to capture the imagination of
its members. See Hamil (1986).
19. Christopher Wren, who is often referred to as the
greatest
English
architect
of his time, was a
mathematician
and an architect, founder and first
president of the Royal Society (1660-1682). He built SI.
Pau!' s Cathedral after the Great Fire of 1666.
20. Colvin (1978, 22) quoting fram an unpublished paper
by Sir John Summerson
in his possession,
on the
architeeture of the London Temple.
21. See Castells (1917).
22. See Hall (1841, ix) and Heather (1851, i-vi).
23. William Cunningham (1849-1919) was economist and
churchman
and is largely credited for establishing
economic history as a scholarly discipline in British
universities. Cunningham taught fram 1891 lO 1897 as
professor of economies at King's College, London. His
most important and complete work is The Growth of
English Industry and Commerce (1882).
24. Cunningham
(1868, 25). Of the earlier mentioned
treatises on stone-cutting, Frezier' s work was the first to
employ the horizontal and the vertical prajections for
the definition of voussoirs; descriptive geometry later
adopted
the system of two prajections
without
necessari1y employing terms or concepts of what was
horizontal and/or vertical. In this respect, the novelty of
descripti ve geometry was to represent and take the user
thraugh the method of generating objects by movement
and intersection of plans and not to represent them as
they would appear in relation to built objects (i.e.
vertical and horizontal).
25. The word was first used in English language by
Cunningham in 1886.
26. See Grattan-Guinness
and Andersen (1994).
27. See Lyon (1900).
28. See Knoop (1935).
29. Lyon (1900, 37).
30. Records fram the Grand Lodge of Scotland note that
Haddington Lodge joined the Grand Lodge by Chapter
of Confirmation dated 30th November 1753. Haddington
Lodge informed Grand Lodge of Scotland of the
members which were already present for the first time
in 1753, and then every year about new members. The
records for 1754 show that most, if not al!, of the people
who joined were masons by trade. Not al! of the yearly
records show the profession of the candidate, it changes
fram year to year. On J4th August 1770, Donald
Nicolson was recorded as being admitted to the lodge in
the previous year. George Nicolson in the record for 15th
November

1756, was listed as a member of Haddington
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Lodge.

In the record for 1779 and subsequent ones until
Nicolson
was mentioned.
first as
admitted to the lodge, and later as an officer to the
lodge.
Nicholson (1822, 46-7).
Nicholson (1839,47).
Calendars
from King's
College London and the
University College London as listed in the reference
list.
Sir Charles Barry was father of the architect Charles
Barry (1823-1900),
who in 1877 became president of

1805. Hepburn

31.
32.
33.

34.

the Royal
Institute
of British
Architects,
and
grandfather
of the architect Charles Edward Barry
(1855-1937). Al! three were Freemasons, members of
the Jerusalem Lodge No. 197.
35. Henry Peter Brougham, First Baron, was a lawyer,
British Whig Party poJitician, and Lord Chancellor of
England (1830-34).
Educated at the University of
Edinburgh,
sponsored the Public Education Bill of
1820; made antislavery
speeches
and advocated
parliamentary reformo During the ] 820s he helped to
found not on]y the University of London but also the
Society for the Diffusion
of Useful Knowledge,
in tended to make good books available at low prices to
the working class.
36. The development of architectural history in England as
a subject to be taught at the newly established
architectural schools was a continuation of the practice
established
since the late 17'h century, in which
clergymen, squires, lawyers and doctors were absorbed
in historical contemplation,
a practice which Watkin
(1980, 49) describes as one in which studies and
descriptions of the architectural past were undertaken in
a spirit of nationalism and religious enthusiasm. This
field of study by non-architects was developed between
1660 and 1730 (Watkin 1980,34); and it was only with
the founding of the architectural schools that the subject
became a matter of study by professional architects.
Banister Fletcher was the first to write a comprehensive
guide to the subject,
dedicated
to students
of
architecture.
His book followed the development
of
architecture from the ancient times to the 19thcentury. It
has been reprinted in numerous editions and is still in
use by students of architecture today.
37. For the description of fraternal culture related to the 19"h
century history of science in England, see Gay and Gay
(1997).
38. Grattan-Guinness
and Andersen (1994).
39. Monge wrote on this educational aim of descriptive
geometry in following words:
«The second object of descriptive geometry (first
to represent, with exactness, in two dimensions,
dimensional
objects) is to deduce from the
description of bodies all which necessarily follows

being
three
exact
from

their forms and respective positions. In this sense it is a
means of investigating
truth; it perpetual!y
offers
examples of passing from the known to the unknown;
and since it is always applied to objects with the most
elementary shapes, it is necessary to introduce it iuto the
plan of national education». Monge (1811, 2).
40. Great Britain, Parliamentary Papers (1852-53, 224).
41. Farish (1820), Cousinery (1828), Nicholson (1840),
Hardman (1853).
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